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For any help you may need with your curtain poles please call our friendly sales team 01473 826685.

Simply add the width of the window to the overhang you require on each side.
(For overhang allow approximately 20cm depending on the size of the curtains).

1 Calculate the length of your made-to-measure pole

Overhang Window width

Finial 
length

Overhang

Don’t forget to ensure there is 
room for your chosen finials. 

2 Choose a finish

Beeswax

Forged Iron

Matt Black Polished

Clay Old Ivory Mercury

Mahogany

Polished Mahogany

Gilded Mahogany

Brass

Plain Brass

Reeded Brass

If your pole is over 200cm 
long you will require a centre 
bracket. Longer poles may 
be supplied in two halves, 
complete with joiner.



We make a range of brackets to suit any window, from simple to ornate. 
Because we make the ironwork in our forge we can adapt our brackets to 
suit your particular window: you may for instance need a deeper bracket 
if you have a deep window sill that would otherwise spoil the hang of 
your curtains. Our range includes brackets for poles abutting walls and for 
curved and bay window poles.

5 Choose your brackets

We offer a selection of curtain rings in forged iron, brass and mahogany. 
You can calculate the number of rings you will need by dividing the length of 
your pole (in centimetres) by 7 or by 10 for mahogany poles. 

Our tailored and pinch pleat curtains will have fixed hooks, which will determine 
the number of rings that are needed, these are generally spaced 10cm apart. 

6 Choose your rings

3 Choose a diameter
MahoganyForged Iron Brass

38mm
Note: the 38mm range are 

exceptionally heavy; please ensure 

that you have a good fixing!

20mm

25mm 12mm

25mm

19mm

55mm
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We offer a wide selection of finial designs, that perfectly complement your 
forged iron, brass or mahogany pole. Choose from over 20 styles, from 
traditional to modern, all beautifully handcrafted.

4 Choose your finials

We make an extensive range of elegant curtain holdbacks, in a choice of 
styles, sizes and finishes.

7 Choose your holdbacks


